Evaluation of Lawyers

Emeritus Swiss (Vaudois) Officer. He used to call himself «President».
Finished his career «working» at the palace in Avenue St-Cergue 34, 1260 Nyon
VD.

Home address:
Rue du Village 5, 1121 Bremblens VD
Private telephone: 021 801 36 05
Wife: Madeleine

Jean-Pierre LADOR
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Shots of the house

Mailbox of the LADOR family

North side – entrance via the village street
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Western side

Seen from the south-east
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South face

East face
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Profile
This magistrate has wreaked havoc on a large scale in the canton of Vaud, but
remained a first instance «judge», starting in the Valley de Joux, then at La Côte
VD. Has once was forced to apologize for a «regrettable omission». In fact,
LADOR had schemed up a questionable plan to avoid an important witness to
discharge an accused, a manoeuver that appears to be one of his bad habits (see
letter reproduced below which comes from the author’s archives).
To deceive St….., LADOR ordered the court usher to call this witness twice into
the lobby. Later, St….. realized that LADOR never had called this witness to the
court. In the case of the author, the citing of the defense witness was returned just
before the hearing. At the missing of the witness at the start of the hearing, I
required the repetition of that citing. LADOR dogged my requirement, saying that
they were going to proceed with the debates and that the court (= the sun king
LADOR) would decide on that matter later. At the end of the debates LADOR
declared that the hearing of this witness was superfluous. Later, after the trial, I
discovered in the file the handwritten question by LADOR’s secretary: «Should
we advise the parties?» (because the citing of that witness had been returned, du
to a change of address). LADOR’s answer in handwriting as well: «No, I will
explain the issue at the audience.»
This witness had changed workplace. With a simple phone call to the person
occupying his former position, I was able to get the new address of the missed
witness. It was thus a deliberate trick of LADOR to avoid that witness to my
discharge.
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Hobbies: Gardening

Reference list (observations collected since 2000):
Negative references: 15
Positive references: 1
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Translation of a letter of the author to a journalist of Le Matin
Mister Jean ELLGASS

December 31st, 2004

Le Matin
Avenue de la Gare 33
1001 Lausanne

cc:
www.appel-au-peuple.org

J.-P. St., chemin du …….. 1… …….
Jean-Pierre LADOR, rue du Village 5, 1121 Bremblens
Jean-Marie RUEDE, chemin du Gros-Chèvres 7, 1137 Yens
Laurent DE MESTRAL, President of the cantonal court

«During the first hours I cried a lot»
Dear Sir,
Mr. St…. and I have much in common: a whole portfolio of «judges». Among
other things, we dealt with the 1st investigating «judge» of the La Côte VD,
RUEDE, who was investigating nothing at all. Mr. St….. and I were then
condemned by the «judge» named LADOR who «missed» in both cases a defense
witness without warning us, contrarily to what the procedure imposes.
And in both cases these gentlemen were able to malfunction without being
disciplined by their superiors. In a constitutional state, these two individuals
should now be in prison for abuse of authority.
In thanking you for the report, I take here the occasion to send my best wishes for
the coming year and remain sincerely yours

Gerard ULRICH, Avenue de Lonay 17, 1110 Morges
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